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We plus size women like to get everything out of our clothes that we can. It takes a lot of time and effort to fill our closets with
flattering outfits that we love wearing. So we mix and match our clothes, finding ways to wear them in different seasons to different
events.
Designers have been making this easier with dresses that can be worn several different ways, like convertible dresses and
reversible dresses. Play around with accessories and you have countless outfits.
Shavonne Dorsey’s Bree dress lets you get in on the action. You don’t reverse it by turning it inside out – you reverse it by turning it
back to front. This dress really does offer two different looks, depending on how you wear it.
Look #1 features an exposed zipper and geometric cutouts that reveal a contrasting color. Adjust the zipper to give yourself a lower
or higher neckline. The back has a keyhole cutout that shows a little skin without requiring a special bra.
Look #2 is everything in reverse. The skinbaring cutout is now in the front, still positioned to conceal your most supportive
undergarments. The solid front is chic and sophisticated. The exposed zipper and contrasting color blocking in the back add a touch
of fun and style. Worn this way, the Bree Dress can truly go from day to night. Add a blazer, and you’re all business. Leave the
blazer at the office, and you’re ready for a cocktail party or a night on the town.
A reversible dress like Bree is perfect for travel. It’s two “just in case” dresses in one, so you’ll be ready for an unexpected party or
business meeting. On vacation, you can wear it to dinner twice. Or you can just wear it one way or the other depending on your
mood.
The Bree Dress is cut to give your curves ample room while nipping in at the waist. Shavonne Dorsey’s Bree Dress comes in
Red/Black, Black/Pink, Brown/Taupe (pictured), and Gray/Blue Print.
And now a peek at the back view:
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Any way you wear it, this is the fabulous dress you didn’t even know you needed. Now you can be effortlessly chic twice as often.
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